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Three conclusions 

1. Financing the infrastructure funding gap is critical for 
adaptation and mitigation. Climate considerations worsen 
the problem, but do not make it qualitatively different 

 

2. Action on existing infrastructure will be needed in developed 
countries; avoiding such retrofitting of infrastructure in 
developing countries in a few decades requires immediate 
action. 

 

3. Adaptation, mitigation, and other development needs 
cannot be separated and they require a mainstreamed 
approach. Infrastructure offers many synergies across policy 
goals. 
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Climate change adaptation likely to increase 
infrastructure needs 

All developing 

countries 

Africa Non-Africa 

low-income 

countries 

Percent of households with access to 

Electricity 63 29 56 

  Improved water source  84 60 79 

  Improved sanitation facilities  52 31 48 

Percent of rural population with access to an 

all-weather road  

70 33 49 

Telecom: mobile and fixed lines per 100 

inhabitants  

64 36 42 
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Household access to infrastructure in 
developing countries.  

Additional climate-related needs arrive on the top of a huge financing gap… 

Source: Fay, Toman, Benitez and Csordas (2010) 

Estimation of current needs approximately  x00 billion USD per year, vs. an 
existing gap around 1.5 trillion USD per year. 

 

Well-designed infrastructure can provide large co-benefits between 
development, climate resilience, and climate change mitigation. 



There is an urgent need for action 
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 Existing emission-
emitting 
infrastructure will 
lead to a minimum 
warming by 1.3°C. 

 

 Without taking into 
account other gases. 



Worse if demand and non-CO2 gases are accounted for… 

 Existing infrastructure 
will lead to a minimum 
warming by 1.7°C. 

 

 Action should also be 
directed toward 
existing infrastructure 
to reach the 2°C target. 

 

 It is urgent to act in 
developing countries to 
avoid future retrofit 
needs 
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Source: Alain Bertaud 

The largest source of inertia: urban forms 
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Synergies in green infrastructures 

 

Co-benefits 

 

Trade-offs 

(to be considered at higher 

level of income or paid for by 

external funds) 

 

Synergies 

(attractive regardless of 

income, provided that financial 

mechanism can be found) 

 

 

Inertia/Irreversibility risk 

 

Low inertia and 

irreversibility risk 

(i.e. action is not urgent) 

 

Renewable energy production 

in connected locations 

Carbon pricing 

 

Drinking water and sanitation 

 (renewable energy in off-grid 

locations) 

 

High inertia and 

irreversibility risk 

(i.e. action in urgent) 

 

 Reduce deforestation 
 Coastal zone protection 

 

Public urban transport 

Hydroelectricity 

Land use planning 
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From the World Bank Green Growth Report, forthcoming 
 

For much of green infrastructure, the issue is related to financing and 
implementation, not to the economic cost 



THE CASE OF URBAN POLICIES 
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Trade-Offs and Synergies in Urban Climate Policies 

Viguié and Hallegatte, forthcoming in Nature Climatic Change 



Adapting urban forms 

 Urban forms matter for greenhouse gas emissions 
 Transport, housing, … 

 Urban forms matter for climate-change vulnerability 
 Urban heat island 

 Urbanization in flooding prone areas… 

 

 Urban forms matter for many other policy objectives, e.g., 
related to social and spatial inequalities, competitiveness... 

 

 Urban forms cannot change rapidly, so we already need to 
take into account current and future constraints 
 Unprecedented need to anticipate future constraints and objectives 

and to act with no delay 

 



Trade-Offs and Synergies in Urban Climate Policies 

 Urban climate policies interact with other policy goals, such as 
economic competitiveness or social issues 

 

 Multicriteria analysis of three urban policies 
 Each of them is analyzed with respect to several policy goals 

 

 Modelling Assumptions 
 NEDUM-2D model used to simulate the evolution of the Paris urban 

area between 2010 and 2030 

 validation of the model over the 1900–2010 period 

 

 Forthcoming in Nature Climate Change  
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Limits of local action 
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Illustration on Paris agglomeration and potential 
policies 

1. Greenbelt policy  
 Land use regulations which prohibit building in areas that are not 

already densely inhabited in 2010 

 

2. Public transport subsidy  
 Single tariff for all destinations in the Paris urban area 

 Financed by a lump sum tax 

 

3. Zoning policy to reduce the risk of flooding 
 Prohibits new buildings in flood-prone areas 

 

 Compared to a “do-nothing” scenario 
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Illustration on Paris agglomeration and potential 
policies 



Policy Goals and Indicators 

Policy goals  Indicators 

Climate change mitigation 
Average distance traveled by car for 
commuting 

Adaptation and natural risk reduction Population living in flood-prone areas 

Natural area and biodiversity protection Total urbanized area 

Housing affordability 
Rents in the center of the urban area 
divided by available income 

Policy neutrality 
Gini index of the profitability of real 
estate investments 
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Simulation results 

Indicators  Greenbelt  

 Public 
transport 
subsidy  

Flood risk 
zoning   Policy mix 

 Do-
nothing 
scenario 

Change in average daily distance 
driven in car (m)  + 1,570 -440 + 2,550 -880 + 2,560 
change in population in flood-
prone areas (thousands of 
households) +39,000 -4,000 -6,000 -8,000 + 6,000 
Change in total urbanized area 
(km²) 0 + 690 + 470 0 + 480 

Redistributive impacts (Gini index) + 0.093 + 0.271 + 0.201 + 0.146 + 0.203 

Change in dwelling size in the 
center of Paris (m²) + 0.17 + 1.73 + 0.79 + 0.95 + 0.82 
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Simulation results 
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Win-win solutions by combining policies is possible 
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Climate change 
mitigation 

Adaptation and 
natural risk 
reduction 

Natural area and 
biodiversity 
protection 

Policy neutrality 

Housing 
affordability 

Do-nothing scenario 

Policy mix 

When all three policies are applied together, the situation is 

improved along all policy goals, when compared with the do 
nothing scenario 
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